AIR COMPRESSORS AND ASSOCIATED INSTALLATIONS

Compressed air is used in almost every Yacht, for general service purposes, as starting energy for engines or for
primary energy for air horns. There seems to be an unlimited supply, but in reality it is expensive to produce, it can
be quite noisy and if fails may lead to a major accident.

Compliment with class regulations, correct installation and regular maintenance will help to avoid failures, extra
costs and discomfort on board

Does your compressor offer the necessary quality in
terms of pressure and volume flow? The receiver plays
a significant role in ensuring supply security. When was
the last pressure test done? Does you installation have
the necessary drains, filters and dryers to comply ISO
8573-1, compressed air quality required for your
application? Small leaks can make up a large part of the
costs for compressed air, leakage rates of 30 % are not
a rarity. Does your compressor start too many times in
relation with your consumption? When was the last
leakage test done?

We at Astilleros de Mallorca are experts in compressed
air installations, certified and regular compressors
supply and selection of associated components.
Contact us for you next class inspection, we will take
care of the compulsory checks and overhauls according
regulations. Receivers will be tested by us, and if new
units are needed we are even able to custom made one
unit to solve space problems. Alarms and safeguards
will be tested to ensure reliable operation. With our Leak
Detector we will provide an exact report of leaks in your
system.

Brands as ATLAS COPCO, COMPAIR, KAESSER or HATLAPA are regularly maintained at our installations. Leave
your installation in our expert hands!

Please ask us for more information or a quotation
Tel ++34 971 71 06 45
info@astillerosdemallorca.com
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